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Multifunctions on topological spaces are one of the important tools for 
constructing a new spaces from previously known ones and establishing several 
new properties of these spaces. By the concept of a-compact fuzzy topological 
spaces which known before, we devoted this paper to characterize the concept of 
fuzzy 8-continuous multifunctions [13] utilizing each of fuzzy 8*-operator closed 
sets, fuzzy &*-open sets and fuzzy Bclosure operator. Also we presented the 
relationships between fuzzy &continuous multifunctions and some other 
corresponding forms of fuzzy continuity. Moreover, we gave counter examples 
which showed that the inverse of these relationships doesn't hold in general. 
Finally, we 'investigated the effect of these new classes of fuzzy multifunctions on 
some types of fizzy topological spaces. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND PREREQUISITES. 

Throughout the last half century, some types of weaker forms of continuity 
on fuzzy topological spaces have been considered by several researchers (e.g.cf 
[2,4,7, 12, and 13]), by corresponding concepts of fuzzy openness such as: fuzzy 
regular-open 121, fi~zzy semi-open [2] and fuzzy preopen [3]. On the other hand, 
a-compact fuzzy topological spaces were first introduced by Ganter et a1 [8], in 
1986. Weaker forms of a-compactness on fuzzy topological spaces were also 
constricted throughout the last quarter century by other staff of researchers (e.g.cf 
[I7 6, 9 7  11, 161). 

Throughout this paper, (X,$ and (Y,a) mean fuzzy topological spaces 
(sometimes'will be denoted by X and Y, for short, respectively) on which no 
separation axioms are assumed unless explicitly stated. For any fuzzy point x and 
my fuzzy setA., we write x, E 2. iff E _< il(x), where E is a membership of a fuzzy 
point x. A fuzzy set A is called quasi-coinciddnt with a fuzzy set p, denoted by 
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(A q p), iff there exists x E X such that A(x) + p(x) > 1. Otherwise, A and p are 
quasi-noncoincident which denoted by (A Yp) Therefore, throughout this paper 
the imitated notions related with the above mentioned concepts are given. New 
characterizations of fuzzy &continuous multifunction are established and other 
new basic and useful results which have been discussed. 
Definition 1.1: 

[13] A fuzzy multifimction F: X -, Y is called fuzzy lower (resp. upper) 6- 
continuous at any point x, E X, iff for every fuzzy open set p in (Y,o) with x0 E 

F-(p) (resp. xo E ~+(p)), there exists A E z(x,) such that int(cl(A)) c F-(int(cl(p))) 
(resp. int(cl(A)) ~+(int(cl(~)))). While, F is fuzzy lower and fuzzy upper 6- 
continuous on (X,z) iff it is, respectively, so at each point of X. 
Definition 1.2: 

[16] A fuzzy subset p of a fhzy  topological space X is said to be RQ- 
neighbourhood (RQ-nbd, for short) of a fuzzy point xe if and only if there is a 
fuzzy regular open set h in X such that (XE q h) I p. 
Definition 1.3: 

[16] A h z y  point xs is said to be fuzzy 6*-cluster point of a fuzzy subset p 
in a fuzzy topological space X if and only if each RQ-nbd of xe is quasi- 
coincident with p. The union of all h z y  6*-cluster points of p is defined to be a 
6*-closure of p and denoted by 6*-cl(p). If p = 6*-cl(p), then p is called k z y  
6*-closed. The complement of a fuzzy 6*-closed set is called fuzzy 6*-open. 
Theorem 1.4: 

[16] A fuzzy subset h is &*-open if and only if each fuzzy point xs with fuzzy 
point (xe q h), there is a fuzzy regular open set p in X such that (xs q p) )I A. 
Definition 1.5: 

[16] A fuzzy subset h of a fuzzy topological space X is said to be fuzzy a- 
nearly compact relative to X, if for each fuzzy open a-shading of S(h) has a finite 
subfamily such that the fuzzy interiors of whose fuzzy closures of its members are 
an a-shading of S(h). 
Theorem 1.6: 

[16] A fizzy subset h is a-nearly compact relative to a fuzzy topological 
space X, if and only if each a-shading of S(h) by hzzy 6*-open sets has a finite 
a-subshading. 
Corollarv 1.7: 

[16] A fuzzy topological space X is an a-nearly compact if and only if each 
fuzzy &*-open a-shading of X has a finite a-subshading. 
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Theorem 1.8: 
[16] If X is a fuzzy Hausdorff space, then for any pair distinct points x, y 

E X, there are a fuzzy regular open sets p, p of X such that p(x) = p(y) = 1, p(x) = 

p(y) = 0,6*-cl(p) I 1 - p and 6"-cl(p) < 1 - p. 
Theorem 1.9: 

[16] If h is a fuzzy 6"-closed set of a fuzzy a-nearly compact space X, then 
h is fuzzy a-nearly compact relative to X. 
Definition 1.10: 

191 A fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is said to be fuzzy almost open S, if 
F(p) is fuzzy open of Y for each fizzy regular open set p of X. 
Lemma 1.11: 

[lo] Let (X,z) be a fuzzy topological space h E z and p c X be a fuzzy 
regular open. Then ( h ~ p )  is a fuzzy regular open set of (h,zh). 

2. New charactizations of fuzzy 6 continuous multifunctions. 

Theorem 2.1: 
Let F: X + Y, then the following statements are equivalents: 
(1) F is fuzzy lower 6-continuous. 
(2) For each x, EX and for each fuzzy open set p with (F(x,) q p), there is a fuzzy 
open set h with (x, q h) such that int(cl(h)) I F-(int(cl(p)). 
(3) For each fuzzy regular open set p in Y, Fr(p) is a fuzzy 6.-open in X. 
(4) For each fuzzy regular closed set p in Y, ~ ' (p )  is a fuzzy 6*-closed in X. 
(5) For each x, E X and for each fuzzy regular open set p in Y with (F(xE) q (p)), 
there is a fuzzy regular open set P with (x, q h) such that h 5 F(p). 
(6) For each fuzzy 6*-open set p of Y, F-(p) is a fuzzy 6*-open in X. 
(7) For each fuzzy 6'-closed set h of Y, F-(h) is a fuzzy 6'-closed in X. 
(8) ~(6~-cl(h))  I 6*-cl(~(h)) for each fuzzy subset h of X. 
(9) 6*-cl(~+(p)) I F+(G*-cl(p)) for each fuzzy subset p of Y. 
Proof: 

(1) (2) By the fact that: if x, is a hzzy point in X and p is a k z y  set of 
X, then (x, q p) if and only if xl, E p. So, let x, be a fuzzy point in X and p be a 
fuzzy open set of Y with (F(x,) q p). First take E < 1, then F(xl-,) E p. Thus there 
is a fuzzy open set h of X with XI-, E h such that int(cl(1)) I F-(int(cl(p)). Hence 
there is a fuzzy open set h of X with (x, q h) such that int(cl(h)) 5 F-(int(cl(p)). 
When x, = 1, S(F(x)) = t (say) > 0. We may consider the fuzzy point P with 
support F(x)) and P(F(x)) = 1 - p,-0 < p < t. By [15], P q p, and hence 
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F(x,) E p, SO it follows that, there is a fuzzy open set h of X with x, E h such that 
int(cl(h)) 2 F-(int(cl(p)). Hence XI-, I h and int(cl(h)) I FV(int(cl(p)). Therefore 
x, I h and int(cl(h)) 5 F-(int(cl(p)). 
(2) * (1) Let x, be a fuzzy point in X and p be a fuzzy open set of Y with F(x,) E 

p. Then (F(x1-, q p). By (2), there is a fuzzy open set h of X with (xI-, q A) such 
that int(cl(h)) I F-(int(cl(p)). Hence there is a fuzzy open set h of X with x, E p 
and int(cl(1)) I F-(int(cl(p)). Therefore F is fuzzy lower 6- 
continuous. 
(1) (3) Let p be a fuzzy regular open set in Y and x, be a fuzzy point in X with 
(x, q F-(p)). Then (F(x,) q p). By (2), there is a fbzzy open set h of X with (x, q 
A) such that int(cl(h)) I Fw(int(cl(p)) = p. Putting int(cl(A)) = q hence q is fuzzy 
regular open set of X such that (x, q q) I F-(p). By Theorem (1.4), F-(p) is 
a fuzzy 8*-open. 
(3) 3 (4) Obvious. 
(3) (5) Let x, be a fuzzy point in X and p be a fuzzy regular open set in Y with 
( F W  q ~1)- BY (3)- F(p) is a fuzzy 6*-open with (x, q F-(p)). By Theorem 
(2.4) above, there is a fuzzy regular open set h of X such that (x, q h) I F-(p). 
Therefore, there is a fuzzy regular open set h of X with (x, q h) such that h I F- 
(PI- 
(5) 3 (6) Let p be a fuzzy above 6*-open set of Y and X, be a fuzzy point in X 
with (x, q F-(p)). Then (F(x,) q p). By Theorem (1.4) above, there is a 
fuzzy regular open set q of Y such that (F(x,) q q) I p. By (9, there is a fuzzy 
regular open set h of X with (x, q h) such that h I F-(q). Thus we obtain (x, 
q h) i Fe(q) l)-< F-(p). By Theorem (1.2) above, F-(p) is a fuzzy 8'-open. 
(6) 3 (7) Obvious. 
(7) =, (8) Let h be a fuzzy set in X, then 6'-cl(~(h)) is fuzzy 6*-closed set of Y. 
By (7), F-(8'-cl(F(h))) is a fuzzy 6'-closed in X. Let x, be a fuzzy point in X and 
x, e F-(6'-cl(F(h))), then for some RQ-nbd p of x,, (p J$ F-(6*-cl(F(h)))). By 
proposition [16], p. i [F-(6'-cl(~(h)))]' 5 h' and hence ()1A h). Then XE 

e 6'-cl(F(h)). Therefore ~(6'-cl(h)) I 6'-cl(F(h)). 
(8) =, (9) Let p be a fuzzy subset of Y. By (8), we have F@*-cl(~+(p)) I a*- 
cl(F(F'(p))) < 6'-cl(p) and hence 6'-cl(~+(p)) I ~'(6'-cl(p)). 
(9) 3 (2) Let x, be a fuzzy point in X and p be a fuzzy subset of Y with (F(x,) q 
p). Put y = 1 - int(cl(p)). Then y is fuzzy 6'-closed set of Y. 
By (9), G*-cl(~'(~)) I ~'(6'-cl(y)) = ~'(y) and hence F+(~)  is fuzzy 6'-closed set in 
X. Then F-(int(cl(p)) is a fuzzy G*-open in X with x, q F- 
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(int(cl())). By Theorem (1.4), there is a fuzzy regular open set h of X such that 
(XE q 1)  5 FF(int(cl(p))). Thus we obtain int(cl(h)) = F(h) I F- 
(int(cl(p))). 
Theorem 2.2: 
Let F: X + Y, then the following statements are equivalents: 
(1) F is fuzzy upper 6-continuous. 
(2) For each x, E X and for each fuzzy open set p with (F(x,) q p), there is a fuzzy 

open set h with (x, q h) such that int(cl(h)) I F'(int(cl(p)). 
(3) For each fuzzy regular open set p in Y, ~ ' (p)  is a fuzzy 6.-open in X. 
(4) For each fuzzy regular closed set p in Y, F-(p) is a fuzzy 6*-closed in X. 
(5) For each x, E X and for each fuzzy regular open set p in Y with (F(x,) q p), 

there is a fuzzy regular open set h with (x, q h) such that h I ~'(p). 
(6) For each fuzzy 6*-open set p of Y, Fi(p) is a fuzzy 6*-open in X. 
(7) For each fuzzy 6'-closed set p of Y, F-( p) is a fuzzy 6'-closed in X. 
(8) F@*-cl(h)) I 6*-cl(F(h)) for each fuzzy subset h of X. 
(9) 6*-cl(~-(p)) I F-(6*-cl(p)) for each hzzy subset p of Y. 
Proof: 

It is quite similar to the case of fuzzy lower &continuous which was 
discussed in Theorem (2.1) 
Theorem 2.3: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is fuzzy lower (resp. upper) 6- 
continuous and h is a fuzzy open subset of X, then Flh : h -+ Y is fuzzy lower 
(resp. upper) 6-continuous. 
Proof: 

Let XE be a fuzzy point in h and 6 be a fuzzy regular open in Y with 
(F(xs) q 6). Then there is a fuzzy regular open set p of X with (XE q p) such that p 
5 F-(6). By Lemma, p A h is a fuzzy regular open set of h. Hence (p A h) is a 
fuzzy regular open set of h with (XE q h) such that (FIX)( p A h) I 6. Therefore, 
Flh is fuzzy lower &continuous. While, the proof of the fuzzy upper case is 
similarly. 
Definition 2.4: 

A fuzzy multifunction F: X -+ Y is said to be fuzzy weakly almost 
open, if for each fuzzy regular open set h of X, then F(cl(h)) 5 cl(F(1)). 
Theorem 2.5: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is fuzzy weakly almost open and 
fuzzy lower weakly continuous multifunction, for each fuzzy regular closed (resp. 
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fuzzy regular open) set p in Y , then F4p) is fuzzy regular closed (resp. F+(p) is 
fuzzy regular open) in X. 
Proof: 

Let p be a fuzzy regular closed set in Y, then int(p) is a fuzzy regular 
open set in Y. Since F: X + Y is fuzzy weakly almost open, we have cl(F+(p)) = 

cl(F+(cl(int(p)))) I cl(F+(int(p))) I F+(cl(int(p))) = F+(p). Hence F+(p) is fuzzy 
closed. We know that F+(int(p)) I int(F+(p)). Thus we obtain F+(p) = 

F+(cl(int(p))) 5 cl(F+(int(p))) I cl(int(F+(p))) I cl(F+(p)) = F+(p). Then F+(p) is 
fuzzy regular closed in X. Similarly the proof of the other case. 
Theorem 2.6: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is a fuzzy weakly almost open and 
fuzzy lower (resp. upper) weakly continuous multifunction, then F is fuzzy lower 
(resp. upper) almost continuous. 
Proof: - 

Let x E X and any fuzzy open set p of Y such that (F(x) q p), there 
exists a fuzzy regular open set A such that F(h) I int(cl(p). Since F is fuzzy 
weakly almost open, we have F(h) 5 cl(F(h)) l int(cl(p). Hence F is fuzzy lower 
almost continuous. Also the other case follows similarly. 
Corollary 2.7: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is a fuzzy weakly almost open and 
fuzzy lower (resp. upper) weakly continuous multifunction, then F is fuzzy lower 
(resp. upper) &continuous. 
Corollary 2.8: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is a fuzzy almost open and fuzzy 
lower (resp. upper) continuous multifunction, then F is fuzzy lower (resp. upper) 

Definition 2.9: 
A fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is said to be fuzzy weakly open if F(h) 

< int(cl(F(h))), for each fuzzy open set h of X. 
Theorem 2.10: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + U is fuzzy weakly open and fuzzy lower 
almost continuous multifunction, for each fuzzy regular open (resp. fuzzy regular 
closed) set p in Y , then F-(p) is fuzzy regular open (resp. F+(p) is fuzzy regular 
closed) in X. 
Proof: 

Let p be a fuzzy regular open set in Y. and F be fuzzy lower almost . - 

continuous, then F-(p) is fuzzy openin X and F-(p) 5 int(cl(F4p))). Since F is 
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fuzzy lower almost continuous multifunction we have int(cl(F-(p))) I cl(F-(p)) I 
F-(c()). Moreover, F is fuzzy weakly open, this means F(int(cl(F-(p)))) I 
int(F(cl(F-(p)))) I int(cl(p)) = p. Which implies, int(cl(F-(p))) I F-(p) and hence 
int(cl(F-(p))) = F-(p). Thus F4p) is fuzzy regular open in X. But the other case 
is similar. 
Corollarv 2.1 1: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is a fuzzy weakly open and fuzzy 
lower (resp. upper) almost continuous multifunction, then F is fuzzy lower (resp. 
upper) &continuous. 
Corollarv 2.12: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is a fuzzy almost open S. and fuzzy 
lower (resp. upper) almost continuous multifunction, then F is fuzzy lower (resp. 
upper) 6-continuous. 
Definition 2.13: 

A fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is called fuzzy lower (resp. upper) 8- 
weakly continuous at any point XE E X, iff for every fuzzy open set p of Y with 
xs E F--(p) (resp. xs E F+(p)), there exists a fuzzy open set h of X with (xs q A) 
such that int(cl(1)) I F-(cl(p.)) (resp. int(cl(h)) I F+(cl(p))). 
Remark 2.14: 

One may notice that: Fuzzy upper almost continuous s Fuzzy upper 8- 
weakly continuous 3 Fuzzy upper weakly continuous. But the converses need 
not true in general as the following examples show. 
Example 2.15: 

Let X = {x, y} with topologies 
zl = {X, 4, A, p, h A p, h v p }  and22 = {X, 4, 111, where the fuzzy sets 

q, p, p are defined as : 
h(x) = 0.3, h(y) = 0.6, p(x) = 0.5 , p(y) = 0.5, q(x) = 0.3 and 

rl(y) = 0.4 
A fuzzy multifunction F: (X,zl) + (Y,22) given by xs + F(xs) = (xs} 

is upper weakly 8-continuous, but it is not upper almost continuous. 
Example 2.16: 

Let X = {x, y) with topologies 21 = {X, 4, A} and 22 = {X, 4, p}, where 
the fuzzy sets p, p are defined as : 

h(x) = 0.6, h(y) = 0.6, p(x) = 0.4 and p(y) = 0.4 
A fuzzy multifunction F: (X,zl) + (Y,22) given by xs + F(xs) = {xs} 

is upper weakly continuous, but it is not upper weakly 8-continuous. 
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Theorem 2.17: 
If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is fuzzy lower (resp. upper) weakly 0- 

continuous and fuzzy almost open S., then F is fuzzy lower (resp. upper) 6- 
continuous. 
Proof: 

Let xs be a fuzzy point in X and p be a fuzzy open set of Y with (F(xs) q 
p). Since F is fuzzy lower weakly 8-continuous, then there is a fuzzy open set h 
of X with (xs q 1 )  such that F(int(cl(h))) < cl(p). Since F is fuzzy almost open S. 
and int(cl(p)) is fuzzy regular open in X, then F(int(cl(1))) is fbzzy open in Y and 
hence, F(int(cl(1))) 5 int(cl(p)). This shows that F is fuzzy lower 8-continuous. 
Also, the proof of fuzzy upper Bcontinuous case is similar to the above one. 
Theorem 2.18: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is fuzzy lower weakly 8-continuous 
and fuzzy almost open S., then F-(p) is fuzzy regular open (resp. F+(p) is fuzzy 
regular closed ) in X, for each fuzzy regular open set (resp. fuzzy regular closed 
set) p in Y. 
Proof: -- 

It follows from Theorems (2.1 O), (2.17) and Remark (2.14). 

Recall that; (X,z) is fuzzy extremlly disconnected (abbreviated by FED), if 
the fuzzy closure of each fuzzy open set in it is also fuzzy open. 
Theorem 2.19: 

Let Y be a FED-space. If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is fuzzy lower 
(resp. upper) weakly 8-continuous, then F is fuzzy lower (resp. upper) 6- 
continuous. 
Proof: 

Let F be a fuzzy lower weakly 8-continuous multifunction, for each fuzzy 
point xs in X and each fkzy open set p of Y with (F(xs) q p), there is a fuzzy 
open set h of X with (xs q A) such that F(int(cl(h))) I cl(p). Since Y is an FED- 
space, we have cl(p) = int(cl(h)) and hence F(int(cl(h))) 5 int(cl(p)). 
Therefore, F is fuzzy lower Bcontinuous. So, the proof of fuzzy upper 8- 
continuous of F is similar to the above. 
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3. &CONTINUOUS MULTIFUNCTIONS AND SOME FUZZY 
TOPOLOGICAL SPACES. 

Theorem 3.1: 
If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is fuzzy lower 6-continuous and < is 

fuzzy a-nearly compact relative to X, then F(6) is fuzzy a-nearly compact relative 
to Y. 
Proof: 

Let {p : i E I) be a fuzzy regular open a-shading of S(F(<)), then {F-(p) : 
i E I) is an a-shading of S(<) by fuzzy 6*-open of X, for if x E S(<) this implies 
F(x) E F(S(6)) = S(F(<)) and hence there is y such that py (F(x) > a, which 
implies (F-( py))(x) > a .  Since < is fuzzy a-nearly compact relative to X, then by 
Theorem (1.6), there is a finite subfamily {F-(pi): i = 1, 2, .... .., n) which are a- 
shading of s(<). For y E S(F(6)) that, F(x) = y for some x E s(<), then 
(F-( py))(x) > a which implies py (F(x)) = py (y) > a .  Hence {pi : i = 1,2, . . . .., n) 
is an a-shading of SF(<)). Therefore, F(<) is a-nearly compact relative to Y 
Theorem 3.2: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is fuzzy upper 6-continuous and < is 
fuzzy a-nearly compact relative to X, then F(<) is fuzzy a-nearly compact relative 
to Y . 
Proof: 

Similar to Theorem (3.1). 
Corollarv 3.3: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X -+ Y is a fuzzy lower (resp. upper) 6- 
continuous surjective multifunction and X is fuzzy a-nearly compact, then so is Y. 
Corollarv 3.4: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X -+ Y is a fuzzy weakly open, fuzzy lower 
(resp. upper) almost continuous surjective multifunction and X is a-nearly 
compact, then so is Y. 
Corollarv 3.5: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X -+ Y is a fuzzy weakly almost open, fuzzy 
lower (resp. upper) weakly 8-continuous surjective multifunction and x is hzzy 
a-nearly compact, then so is Y. 
Corollarv 3.6: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is a fuzzy almost open, fuzzy lower 
(resp. upper) weakly continuous surjective multifunction and X is fuzzy a-nearly 
compact, then so is Y. 
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Corollary 3.7: 
If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is a fuzzy almost open S., fuzzy lower 

(resp. upper) weakly continuous surjective multifunction and X is fuzzy a-nearly 
compact, then so is Y. 
Definition 3.8: 

A fuzzy multihction F: X -, Y is said to be fuzzy 6"-closed if F(6) is 
fuzzy 6"-closed in Y for each fuzzy 6"-closed set 5 of X. 
Theorem 3.9: 

Let X be a fuzzy a-nearly compact space and Y be a fuzzy Hausdorff 
space. If F: X + Y is a fuzzy lower (resp. upper) almost continuous 
multifunction, then F is fuzzy 6"-closed. 
Proof: 

Let 5 be a fuzzy 6"-closed set of X. By Theorem (1.9), 6 is a-nearly 
compact relative to X. We shows that F(5) is fuzzy 6*-closed set in Y. Let YE P 
F(5) with YE P S(F(6)). For x E S(E,), then F(6) # y. Since Y is fuzzy Hausdorff, 
then there are fuzzy regular open sets px, px in Y such that px(F(x)) = px(y) = 1 
and cl(px) I 1 - px, by Theorem (1.8). Since F is fuzzy lower almost continuous, 
then the family {F-(px): x E S(5)) is a fuzzy open a-shading of S(5). Hence 
there is a finite subfamily {F-(pxj): j = 1, 2, ..., n) such that {int(cl(F-(pxj))) : j = 

1, 2, ..., n) is an a-shading of S(5). Let z E S(F(5)) = F(S({)), there is x G S(6) 
such that F(X) = z. Hence there is n such that (int(cl(F-(pxj))))(x) > a, which 
implies (cl(F-(pxj)))(x) > a. Since F is fuzzy lower almost continuous, then 
F(cl(F-(pxj))) 5 cl(pxj). But F(cl(F-(pxj)))(z) = sup(cl(F-(pxj)))(x) > a, then 
(cl(x))(z) > a. Therefore {cl(pxj) : j = 1, 2, ..., n) is an a-shading of S(F(5)) 
and hence F(5) 5 S(F(5)) 5 S(cl(pxj)). Put p = S{pxj : j = 1, 2, ..., n}, then p is a 
fuzzy regular open set in Y with (YE q p) and (F(5) q p). Hence F(W is fuzzy 6"- 
closed. 

The following two corollaries are consequences results of Theorem 
(2.6) and Remark (7.4) of [5] and the proofs are thus omitted. 
Corollary 3.10: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is a fuzzy lower (resp. upper) 6- 
continuous multifunction, X is fuzzy a-nearly compact and Y is fuzzy Hausdorff 
space, then F is fuzzy 6"-closed. 
Corollarv 3.11: 

If a fuzzy multifunction F: X + Y is a fuzzy lower (resp. upper) 
continuous multifunction, X is fuzzy a-nearly compact and Y is fuzzy Hausdorff 
space, then F is fuzzy 6"-closed. 
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